
Biology 221 - Fall 2011                       Exam number   KEY     
Midterm #1 

Part 1 (short answer) worth 2 - 4 points each (20 % of grade) 

 
1 (4 pts) a) What are the tides called when the moon, sun and earth are aligned as depicted below?    
  A)  Spring        B)  Spring                                                                                                                        
 

Sun
Moon

Earth

Tide

Sun

Moon Earth

A)

B)

       

b) In what moon phase is the range between low and high tide most extreme?      New         .   

c) Would this be A   B   neither  or  both    in the diagrams above (circle one)? 
    

 
2 (3 pts)  a) What is the average depth of the ocean?   3,800 m  ?  
 
 b) How deep are the deepest oceanic trenches  11,000 m  ? 
  
 c) In what ocean do most trenches occur  Pacific   ? 

 

3 (2 pts) Describe four things that can reduce the likelihood of phytoplankton ending up in the aphotic zone 

 a)        High surface area:volume                         b)          Currents, upwelling, turbulence                 . 

c)         Swimming      d)  increase buoyancy (but not too much)  
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Part 1 (continued) 
 

4 (2 pts) a) Of the visible wavelengths of light, which color attenuates most rapidly in clear seawater?  
 Red  .   

     
b) To what depth does this color typically penetrate in clear seawater?    10 m   . 

 

5 (2 pts) a) Graph the general relationship between dissolved oxygen and water temperature below: 

 

Amount of dissolved O2  

b) In the open ocean, where are dissolved oxygen levels likely to be the lowest (surface, midwater, or 

deep water)?            midwater                                                                                        . 

 
6 (3 pts) Match the term on the left with the most appropriate organism(s) on the right.  You may use an 
organism more than once 
 

Frustule    F      A.  Phaetophyta    

Root   E      B.  Dinoflagellate 

Stipe   A      C.   Archaea  

Autotroph  A, B, D, E, F     D.  Silicoflagellate 

Prokaryote  C      E.   Anthophyta 

Auxospore   F      F.   Diatom 
 
 

High 

High Low 
Low 

A basic negative 
relationship is expected 
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Part 1 (continued) 
 

7 (2 pts) a) Graph the basic relationship between temperature and depth in marine environments.  
  

 

Depth

Temperature

Surface

Deep
Low High

 
 

b) Are there any thermoclines indicated by your graph      Yes                ?  If so, where is it  

8 (2 pts) a)  In what hemisphere would the following pattern of surface upwelling occur, given a seasonal wind 

blowing in the direction shown by the dark arrow (surface water movement shown by hatched 

arrows).  Southern Hemisphere     

 

 Water 

 Land 

 Wind  

 
 

b) Contrast a physical or chemical aspect of surface water in this region during windy vs. non-windy 
times of year 

    When windy, you expect upwelling, increasing oxygen and nutrient levels and decreasing temperature                                                                                    
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Part 2 (Short answer) worth 10 pts each (40% of grade) 

 
1. 

 
 
Consider the diagram above in which water is flowing past two firmly anchored rectangular plates of the same 
size and shape, but different orientations. 

 
a) Contrast the levels of pressure drag and skin friction acting on the two plates if their size and flow rate yields 
a Reynold’s number of 10,000 (4 pts) 
There are two potential sources of drag: Skin Friction and Pressure Drag. Skin friction is a function of surface 
area while pressure drag is a function of cross-sectional area and velocity of flow. At larger Reynold’s numbers, 
inertial forces and pressure drag dominate. Thus, the pressure drag is greater on b, because the cross-sectional 
area, relative to the direction of flow, is greater for b than for a. In contrast, because the two plates are the same 
size, then they have identical amounts of skin friction, (irrespective of their orientation). Thus there will be 
greater total drag acting on plate b. ��� 

b) Now contrast the amount of laminar vs. turbulent flow on the trailing edges of each rectangle (2 pts) 
As with pressure drag, the degree to which laminar flow is disrupted by an object is a function of cross-sectional 
area relative to flow velocity and direction. Thus, for the plates in question, laminar flow will be greater along 
the trailing edge of plate a, while turbulent flow will be greater along the trailing edge of plate b. ��� 
 
c) Explain which forces and flows come to dominate as the overall scale of this system (size of the array and the 
rate of  flow) decreases to a Reynold’s number of 100 (4 pts) 
As the assembly becomes smaller (decreasing Reynold’s number) viscous forces will come to dominate over 
inertial forces. Since pressure drag is a function of flow velocity and inertial forces, the effects of differences in 
pressure drag on the two plates will be reduced… to the extent that they have minimal effect on the array. Skin 
friction will become the dominant source of drag. Since skin friction is the same for the two plates the amount 
of drag acting on the two plates will become more equal. 
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Part 2  (continued) 
 
2) What are “red tides”? 
Red Tides are the result of dinoflagellate "blooms". These explosions in local populations of phytoplankton 
occur along our coast during warm times of year (late summer) and may relate to increasing temperatures, 
increasing nutrient levels (associated with some upwelling, increasing solar radiation, or the resuspension of 
cysts (less likely).  
 
   Describe at least three factors that contribute to the occurrence of red tides off the Oregon Coast 
Dinoflagellates dominate in the tropics, and warm summer temperatures may be critical for reproduction along 
our coast. Coriolis effects between wind and surface waters are directly responsible for coastal upwelling 
conditions that promote plankton blooms by delivering nutrient rich water from the depths (not because gyres 
move the plankton close to shore). Wave energy further promotes red tide conditions by mixing surface waters. 
 
    What happens to the compensation depth during a red-tide, relative to a non-red-tide condition, and why? 
The compensation depth (where photosynthesis = respiration) will rise (become shallower) during red tide 
conditions because of the shading that occurs as the density of algae increase.  Light will penetrate less far into 
the water column, reducing photosynthesis in deeper water. 

 
3) Based on the diagram below: a) Name the region where flow velocity diminishes near the surface of an object.  

b) Give the typical scale of such an effect. 
 

Flow

Objectʼs surface

}
a) Name:                                                        

b) Scale:                                                         

 
 
c) Describe why this phenomenon is important to organisms at small Reynolds numbers by giving an example. 
 
There are many possible answers… most relating to the importance of viscous forces that limit movement 
across streamlines at low Reynolds numbers. This may limit the ability of a small object to approach a solid 
surface. This may be significant for a sperm approaching an egg, for a larvae approaching the bottom, or for a 
filter feeder trying to "grab" food from the water column. ��� 

 
 
 

Boundary layer 

< 1 cm (mm ok) 
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Part 2  (continued) 
 
4) What is the primary cause of the waves that we see breaking on the shore? 
 
Waves are produced by the action of wind blowing across the surface of water.  Their eventual characteristics 
(what we see arriving at our shore) will be a function of the fetch, the wind speed, and the amount of time the 
wind blows, as well as the distance traveled. 
 

b) What is (are) the primary factor(s) contributing to the rate at which energy is released in a breaking wave? 
 
Shape of the bottom is the primary factor that determines the rate at which ocean waves release their energy as 
they break.  This has to do with how a wave “feels bottom” as it approaches a shoreline (basically at half the 
wave length), and how quickly you move from that condition to the condition where height/wavelength 
becomes greater that 1/7 (when the wave actually starts to break).   The steeper the underlying slope, the more 
rapidly a wave will build and break. Shape of the coastline influences overall amounts of wave energy as they 
refract into bays or focus onto headlands, but this question is about rate of energy release, not total amount of 
energy. 

 
c) What factors distinguish a typical ocean wave from a tsunami?  (list as many as you can think of) 

 
 

5) Below, list four (4) chemical or physical properties of seawater. For each, provide a brief description of how 
the property relates to an aspect of biology discussed in this course and give an example  

 
Viscosity. The density of water provides a supportive medium that reduces the need for extensive structural 
adaptations.  
Heat Sink: Water requires lots of energy to heat up and then releases that heat slowly... this buffers marine 
organisms from drastic shifts in temperature (compared to terrestrial organisms. 

Transparent: The transmission of light through water allows photosynthesis to take place below the surface and 
allows visual organisms to see. 

Solvent: Many molecules dissolve in water because of its ionic polarity. This influences the availability of 
important elements and their exchange across cell membranes 

Density of solid is lower than liquid. This allows ice to float so that water masses do not freeze solid... this 
allows many organisms to survive over winter in cold climates. 

Many possible comparisons…  the ones most commonly cited: 
Ocean Wave    Tsunami 
Generated by wind   Generated by seismic activity 
Short wavelength   Long wavelength 
Slow velocity    High velocity 
Moderate total energy   Very high total energy 
Relatively predicable   Highly unpredictable 
low height when breaking  Large height when breaking 
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Part 3 (Short essay answer) worth 20 pts each (40% of grade)  
 
1) Everyone knows that the sun rises in the east.  Based on what you have learned from lectures and your 
readings, provide three clear and obvious reasons why this simple observation is relevant to the study of marine 
biology?  Justify your answer with clear and logical connections between the sun’s “motion” relative to the 
earth and the biological phenomena you are discussing. 

 
 
 
 
 

The sun “rises” in the east because of the planet is spinning on a N-S axis with left to right rotation.  
Coriolis effects generated by the differential speeds of rotation found at different latitudes lead to 
movements within fluids that deflect to the right in the Northern Hemisphere and left in the Southern 
Hemisphere.  This is ultimately the explanation for our patterns of winds, underlying patterns of oceanic 
gyre circulation, upwelling, sea-surface temperature distributions, el Niño, etc.  Because all of these latter 
phenomena have clear influences on life in the sea, a good answer made the link between rotation, its 
influence on the physical environment, and subsequent impacts on life (more or less food, higher lower 
temperatures, current-related movements for plankton, etc, etc…) 
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Part 3 (continued) 
 

2) The intertidal brown macroalga, Postelsia palmaeformis, (pictured below) thrives in some of the most wave-
swept intertidal regions along our coast.  Describe how the body plan of this seaweed contributes to its 
persistence in such a turbulent habitat by reducing drag forces.  Do so by first naming the three main 
components of the thallus (a, b,& c).  Then, in the space provide beneath, describe a characteristic of each of 
these components that reduces total drag upon the thallus.  Be specific in your answer with regard to the type of 
drag force acting and the way that drag is reduced. 

a)                                                      

c)                                                      

b)                                                      

 

 

Blade 

Stipe 

Holdfast 

a) With their broad, thin shape, blades are the primary source of photosynthesis for algae.  They are 
generally flexible and tapered, which reduces pressure drag by reducing the amount of turbulent flow along 
trailing edges.  Surfaces are also smooth and slimy, which reduces skin friction 
 
 
 
 
 
 
b)  Stipes are semi-rigid structures that keep blades closer to the surface and off of the bottom where they 
may be torn.  Stipes are flexible as well, tapering from bottom to top, allowing the alga to bend with surge 
so that cross sectional area to the current is effectively reduced.  This reduces pressure drag.  Stipes are also 
rounded, smooth, and slimy, which further reduces turbulent flow along trailing edges while also reducing 
skin friction. 
 
 
 
 
 
c)  Holdfasts provide strong adherence to the substrate. They are low profile, reducing pressure drag and 
also close to the substrate, where rates of flow are ultimately reduced to zero. 
 


